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He raised his eyes and looked at the towering building, which is a landmark
building in the entire Nancheng City.

Six years ago, before Arron took down this building, no one had thought that
an illegitimate child who had been exiled from a foreign name would be turned
upside down overnight.

Six years later, the illegitimate child who had been exiled and suffered a lot
has already doubled the Fu Group’s industry several times. Today, the Fu
Group is not only the best in Nancheng.

It is also the highest in the country.

Today, Arron is rich enough to buy an island in the southeast sea.

That island is a thousand square kilometers.

The island is underdeveloped, and there are primitive indigenous people,
cities, industry, agriculture, and those in power there.

But the more so, the more it can arouse Arron’s desire to conquer.



Recently, he has been planning this.

The document Lenny sent to Arron today is related to the planning in this
regard. This kind of top-secret information makes anyone worry about leaks,
and Lenny is the best candidate.

Coming to the top floor of the Fu Group Building, Lenny, who was dressed in
bells and whistles, immediately opened his peachy eyes to the front desk:
“Xiao Tiantian, can you please call Sister Fu for me.”

When the little receptionist called Xiaotiantian saw a handsome guy with a
sweet mouth, the little receptionist was almost stunned.

She immediately said sweetly: “Um… wait a minute. I’ll call right away.”

If you speak, the front desk immediately called Arron’s assistant.

At the other end, the reply was quick.

The front desk looked at Lenny with blushing cheeks: “That…”

“Call me Brother Jun.” The front desk smiled shyly: “Mr. Jun, Mr. Fu lets you in
now.”

Lenny immediately took the front desk and blew a whistle, and then casually
entered Arron’s office.

Knock on the door.

“Come in!” Arron said calmly.

Lenny came in and shouted: “Uncle Fu…”



“If you seduce any woman in my Fu Group next time, I will throw you down
from this 18-story building without hesitation!” Arron didn’t raise his head, but
said coldly. .

“Four uncle.” Lenny handed the document to Arron very kindly.

Arron still doesn’t look at Lenny: “Although you send me this document, it
doesn’t mean you can molest my staff!”

“Uncle Si, you are old.” Lenny said.

Arron: “…”

Finally raised his head, looking at Lenny calmly.

The calm Arron made Lenny feel a sudden change.

To be honest, he, like outsiders, is still very afraid of this murderous living
Hades in his heart.

However, Lenny took the courage to take out his mobile phone and put it in
front of Arron: “Uncle, I said you can’t be angry. You are already thirty-five this
year, right? You are indeed old, and 20 years old. You can’t keep your face
like that girl when you are in love, you have to…”

After talking for a while, Lenny pushed the phone in front of Arron’s eyes: “Let
me show you this.”

Arron was fooled by Lenny, and he really put down the document he was
signing and went to see the contents of Lenny’s phone. Inadvertently glanced
at the beginning of the period.

After taking a look, his eyes froze instantly.



Chapter 576
The girl in the photo laughed very happily, smiling very brightly, really like a
sunflower, it was very sunny.

The little pear vortices on both sides of her cheap came out, and the rows of
white teeth in the small ruddy lips were very clear in the photos.

Suzi is a single eyelid with big eyes. When she laughs, her thin single eyelid is
even more aura, like a girl who knows nothing about the world.

Arron had only seen Suzi’s smile once.

It was six years ago, when Suzi and his only few days were more harmonious,
Suzi also smiled so sweetly at him, it took only three or two days, and then it
was because he misunderstood that she wanted He harmed Lanita’s family
and beat her cruelly, driving her out.

Since then, Arron has never seen Suzi smile like this again.

But in the photo, Suzi seemed to be having dinner with her colleagues. She
was so happy and unrestrained when she smiled.

She is really beautiful.

The beauty is so quiet, and the beauty is so sunny and natural.

“Four uncle, fourth uncle?” Lenny proudly called Arron twice in succession.

Only then did Arron recover from the dumbfoundedness, and he looked at
Lenny with an expression that was neither stunned nor angry nor happy.

Lenny opened another video to show him: “Uncle Si, you are looking at this.”



Arron was immediately attracted by the video.

The sound inside was a bit noisy, and Arron couldn’t hear it clearly.

However, the screen on the phone is very clear.

In the picture, Suzi smiled, and he slammed the lining of her skirt, showing the
other two girls how she wiped her face with her own lining, wiped her wrists,
and wiped off sweat.

“Ouch!” Lenny said deliberately on the side: “Uncle Si, Si Auntie, this skirt, if I
am not mistaken, should be a friend of yours with a very strong design
concept. This is the only handmade skirt in the world. Well, this skirt is worth
at least 180,000 yuan.

My fourth aunt took 180,000 yuan to wipe the oil on her wrist? “

Arron: “…”

There was a pause: “Give me the file!”

“Uncle Si, the file has been given to you. It’s at your elbow.” Lenny kindly
reminded.

“Go!”

“Four uncle…”

Arron: “You can ask Yan Broadband to go to the car dealer to mention a
sports car you like.”

“Uncle Si, I have too many sports cars, I don’t want sports cars, I want
beautiful women.”



Arron: “…”

“Four uncle, look at you, all day long, you are not close to women and do not
understand customs. Apart from killing people, seizing the site, you are all in
the mall, and when you are idle, you can occupy an island. You are an expert,
but you are really not an expert to women, especially my fourth aunt, who is
only in her twenties.

And my four or four aunts, she is not a girl who likes to please you.

Women all over the world want to please you, uncle, because they want to be
queens too much, and they want to be worshipped too much, but my fourth
aunt, she really doesn’t care about it.

What my fourth aunt wants is a peaceful and romantic love.

On this point, I know better than your uncle.

Fourth uncle, how about you surrender your fourth aunt to…”

Lenny’s words were still missing a word. He suddenly saw Arron stretch out
his hand to take something into his clothes. His legs were so scared that
Lenny’s legs were immediately weakened. He raised his hands above his
head and stammered: “Four Uncle and uncle, I…I just made a joke with you,
you have such a good relationship with my uncle, you are as close as
brothers, but I am my uncle’s nephew, uncle, don’t, don’t dig out Your gun, I’ll
roll, I’ll roll immediately…”

Yu must, Lenny ran out in a hurry.

At this time, Arron’s hand was also taken out.

What he took out of his pocket was a gold pen.

This golden pen was given to him by Kraig in his early years
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Later, when two people wrote letters, Arron used this golden pen to sign. This
golden pen was smoothly written and the nib was very thin. If this top-secret
document is robbed, even if someone wants to imitate Arron’s handwriting
and sign, he will give it to Kraig. Kraig could immediately see the fake
documents.

After two steps, Lenny, who came back to get his mobile phone, saw that
Arron took out a gold pen from his pocket, he immediately smiled in a
disgusting way: “Uncle Si, let’s… let’s not bring it with you in the future. That’s
scary, what you did just now almost scared me to death.”

Arron didn’t look at Lenny at all, and only calmly signed: “You are timid, when
did I make a joke with you?”

Lenny smiled and nodded.

“Uncle Si, I… did I take the phone?”

“Wait!”



“Um, Uncle, I…I just made a joke with you. I like my fourth aunt. That’s when I
didn’t know that the fourth aunt was my fourth aunt. I now know that she is my
fourth aunt. Auntie, you just lend me the courage, and I dare not think too
much about the fourth aunt.”

“I know.” Arron said.

“Huh?”

“All the photos and videos on the phone are left to me.” Arron said.

Lenny: “…”

Almost scared to death, okay!

Never again dared to play with the tiger’s tail.

I really admire Suzi.

Is she comfortable sleeping next to the tiger every day?

How does she manage to be insulted?

Suddenly, Lenny admired Suzi very much.

Suzi is the woman who subdued the tiger. After tremblingly transmitted the
photos and videos on the phone to Arron, Lenny also ran away.

When he ran out of the front desk, he felt, ha! So exciting.

At this time, the small front desk was still looking at Lenny: “Brother Jun?”

Lenny is serious: “Is there something wrong?”



Little receptionist: “That…”

“Tell you, how can you call your brother and sister when you are at work, do
you know that you violated the employee code like this?”

Small front desk: “…”

Lenny has gone far.

Here, in Arron’s office, he has stopped signing documents, instead watching
the photos and videos on the phone intently.

Watched it over and over again.

Slowly, a smile suddenly appeared on his face.

He didn’t even notice it himself.

Just then, his cell phone rang. I picked it up and saw that it was from the
landline at the old house of the Fu family. Arron immediately connected:
“Hello?”

At that end, father Fu Zhengxiong: “Qin’er, you even used the official website
of the Planning Department of the Fu Group!”

The father is questioning.

Arron replied indifferently: “Yes.”

“You…Fu Group’s official website, don’t you know what reputation and
authority is that? Over the years, the official website of the Fu Group’s
planning department has only had major incidents in the Fu Group. When a
shareholder takes office, it will only be used to make a statement on the
official blog when a senior with an annual salary of more than 100 million



takes office! It is good for you, for a woman you should have such a big
thought!”

Arron asked calmly: “What incident could be bigger than the boss of the Fu
Group?”

Chapter 578
Fu Zhengxiong on the other end of the phone was choked by Arron and
almost didn’t choke to death.

After a long while, Fu Zhengxiong eased his breath: “So, do you want the
whole city to make your relationship with Suzi public?”

“It has been made public.” Arron said.

Fu Zhengxiong: “…”

Arron added: “Regarding the wedding ceremony, I will choose another day.”

Fu Zhengxiong asked: “Are you going to ignore such a big thing as your
marriage?”

Arron said unhurriedly: “Hasn’t I already taken Suzi to the old house half a
month ago and told you that, for this reason, the old lady also passed the
family heirloom waxstone to Suzi, dad? , Are you forgetful before you are 70
years old?”

“You!” Fu Zhengxiong was speechless for a long time.

“You told your family that you are right, but the Fu family always has relatives
and friends! Are you the only next generation of the Fu family, the current



head of the Fu Group, getting married? Just let me know!” Fu Zhengxiong
coughed angrily at the end of the phone.

He felt that sooner or later, he would be pissed off by his only remaining son.

But the son took care of him eating and drinking. He spent money to raise
dozens of domestic helpers and took care of their four elderly people. It is
reasonable to say that he was doing his best, but the son only refused to give
him a little affection for his biological father.

Fu Zhengxiong was annoyed and sad about this.

But he was really helpless.

But never thought, Arron said: “Contacting relatives and friends, shouldn’t
your elders be responsible for contacting them?”

Fu Zhengxiong: “You mean that as long as we contact, you will bring Suzi
back?”

Arron: “Suzi is the eldest daughter-in-law of the Fu family, why not come
back?”

Fu Zhengxiong: “…”

Only then did I know that he was unknowingly being tricked by his son. “I
haven’t admitted that she is my daughter-in-law yet!”

“She doesn’t need you to admit that she is already the wife of the president of
the Fu Group. The official blog of the Fu Group announced this last night.”
Arron said flatly.

“You…you want to piss me off! I won’t call my relatives and friends to admit
Suzi!” Fu Zhengxiong roared angrily.



“That’s the best!”

Fu Zhengxiong: “…”

Once again, he felt that he was being tricked by his son again.

It seems that the son has been waiting for him to say this?

Suddenly, it occurred to my son that whether you admit or not recognize Suzi
in your old house, it will not have much influence on him and Suzi, or even
any influence.

He doesn’t care if you admit it or not.

If you admit that you have contacted relatives and friends as an elder, then he
will just follow the flow and announce Suzi’s identity face to face in front of his
relatives and friends, and then consolidate and establish the identity and
status of Suzi, the young grandmother of the Fu family.

If you don’t admit it, then Arron will save trouble.

Anyway, Arron took advantage of him.

This put Fu Zhengxiong to death.

But angry, Fu Zhengxiong, who hung up the phone, was still the first to call
and inform all the relatives and friends of the Fu family one by one.

Arron, who had taken the line, didn’t think too much about what his father
should do.

That’s not something he has to worry about.

At present, one of the things Arron wants to do most is to leave work early.



This afternoon, Arron, who has always been reviewing contracts steadily, and
meeting in a stable manner, is somewhat amused.

However, there was a rare smile on his face.
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Just this little smile is enough to warm up and down the staff of the entire Fu
Group.

Especially female staff.

“Have you seen Fu’s official blog?”

“Ha! It’s so sensational, who can’t see it! The official blog of the Fu Group has
not released any new news for three years, and one news after three years,
that is, our chief executive of no-female bathing company is holding his arms
around him. The picture of the wife is warm. The chief executive showed me
the lively Hades who are straight men and not like women. If they sprinkle dog
food, they really don’t have anything to do with the men who usually show off.
They can wash it. Go to sleep.”



“Suddenly discovered that I really like the president!”

“Why did you suddenly find out that you have always had a crush on the
president!”

“I used to like it vaguely, but now I like it so much? I didn’t know that the CEO
would hurt women so much. Now that I know, I… I really want to be asleep by
the CEO.” A mature woman said very intoxicated. To.

“Get out! You nympho! Be careful to be heard by the president’s wife and cut
your double bag!”

“Don’t you want to be slept by the president?”

“I…I also thought, but I just thought about it in my heart and never dared to
say it. I didn’t dare to say it before. Now that the president has his own wife, I
don’t even dare to say it anymore. I’m very happy to see the CEO more every
day at work.”

“Hi, who’s not?”

“Stop talking, the president is here!”

Several chatting women suddenly shut up.

Nobody in the entire Fu Group is not afraid of Arron, not only because they all
know that Arron kills people like numb and hard as iron, but also because
Arron is always unsmiling and calm when working in the company.

This kind of calm is more terrifying than the kind of man with a sullen face.

However, Mr. Fu today is different.

On his calm face, there was such a slight smile that was not easily detectable.



When passing in front of a few white-collar ladies, the man who had always
been silent said: “Thanks for your hard get off work, get off work early.” The
white-collar workers were stunned.

Until the figure of the president walked away and entered the exclusive
elevator, the group of women were still stunned.

Later, one of them came back to his senses first: “Did I have a dream just
now? The president was saying hello to us.”

“I had the same dream as you!”

“Me too.”

“Then, we are not dreaming, the president did say hello to us.”

“It must be the president’s wife.”

“The president’s wife must be a fairy.”

“I really envy the president’s wife, who can capture the heart of such a
king-like man.”

“Envy +1, don’t dare to be jealous.”

“Envy +2, don’t dare to be jealous +1”

“Envy +3, dare not be jealous +2”

When the female employees of the Fu Group were discussing it, and they
envied the wife of the President of the Fu Group, Arron had already taken a
car to the construction company in Suzi to pick up Suzi.

Suzi is also very busy this afternoon.



After all, I haven’t worked for a few days, and it takes time to organize it.

However, she is still busy and happy. No one finds fault with her. She only lets
her concentrate on her work. Suzi is a person who is serious and responsible
for any work.

Before you know it, it’s time for get off work.

Suzi packed up his bags, and went out talking and laughing with Galia and
Rayna. As soon as he got out of the door, Suzi saw the man leaning in front of
the car door in a leisurely manner.

“Get off work?” Arron asked in a low and light tone.

Chapter 580
Seeing the man in front of him, Suzi subconsciously looked around, back and
forth.

Sure enough, the people in front and back, who didn’t know when, either hid,
became dumb, or stared directly.

It was as if the man leaning on the car door idle was like hell hell.

Even Galia and Rayna, who were from left to right, were stunned at the
moment.

After a second, Galia pushed Suzi: “Well, Mrs. Fu, you… please go there
first.”

Rayna nodded at Suzi with a scared expression.

Suzi bit his lip and walked towards Arron with his fingers.



“Why? Not happy?” the man asked, reaching out to open the car door.

Behind him, those peeking, stunned, and scratching at the door, all looked
cold.

The man opened the car door and helped Suzi’s arm. Suzi subconsciously
twisted his waist, twisted Arron’s arm off, and got into the car by himself.

She was really not used to Arron’s public form to pick her up to work, it was
too conspicuous.

She just wants to work here well, she doesn’t want to provoke right and
wrong, and she doesn’t want to be favored by the stars.

After being turned away by Suzi, the man didn’t get up, and got into the car
very naturally.

A group of colleagues from the construction company who were about to
come out just came out behind them, but they all looked dumbfounded.

Who is Arron?

Just yesterday, he was still understatement, dealing with Linda, dealing with
the big star.

Just this morning, a dozen or two dozen small media specializing in gossip in
Nancheng and even in the country were uprooted.

As for Suzi, he actually ignored him, and seemed to have a little bit of
resentment?

And Fu Yan Wang was not even angry at all?

This is really a bit of tofu with brine, one thing falls one thing.



As the car drove away, everyone was still talking behind them, and the man in
the car looked at Suzi calmly. Her face was still flushed with the smile she had
just smiled. The whole face was stretched out, and there was something
hidden in the corners of her eyes and eyebrows. Unable to be happy.

Like a college student who has just started, he is excited and restrained.

This reminded Arron of the videos and photos that Lenny sent him. She was
eating with two companions in the restaurant. She wiped her wrists with the
skirt lining and wiped the sweat on her face with the skirt lining, which looked
like Arron. When her mind reverberated, she actually felt that she was a little
mischievous.

Arron suddenly remembered that Shen Uniqueness should not only resemble
him.

There is also a part like her.

Maybe, she should have been a carefree, sunny, smart, will often make small
mistakes, will often play a little smart and charming girl.

The car is driving fast.

The girl was quiet and gentle.

The man next to him was in a suit and leather shoes, and his figure was
straightened, exuding the taste of a senior man. Such two people sitting in the
back seat, even if they don’t speak, are a kind of good scenery.

Very beautiful.

Very dog food.

Christopher driving in front was stuffed with dog food before he knew it.



The car quickly arrived at the door of Shen’s only child’s nursery.

As usual, Arron sat in the car, and Suzi got out of the car to pick up Shen
Only. As soon as he got out of the car door, several young mothers
surrounded Suzi.

“Lilly’s mother, no, that… Mrs. Fu. Thank you, thank you for giving us the
opportunity to enroll here. My daughter said, your daughter Lilly and her are
good friends.” Suzi was talking about the mother who was dismissed a few
days ago.


